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Experts in literary historiography from 
University of Delhi observed that India 
and Bangladesh fall behind Bangladesh 
in terms of inclusiveness of regional 
literatures and authors from various 

communities. 
Discussing state-sponsored literary histories and anthologies from India, Pakistan 
and Bangladesh at the International Conference of CLAI on South Asian Narratives, 
Anuroop Kaur, Zarqua Adam and Dr. Amitava Chakraborty respectively reached to 
a conclusion from their preliminary data analysis that anthologies and literary 
histories from Bangladesh were more inclusive.  
The panel discussion, headed by Prof. T. Satyanath on the second day of the 
conference in Maulana Azad National Urdu University (MANUU), analyzed the role 
and practices of Sahitya Akademi and its counter parts in Pakistan and Bangladesh 
in the inclusion and exclusion of certain regional literatures and authors. The 
Conference was inaugurated on 11th March.  
In ‘Meet the Author’ session, MANUU, Vice Chancellor Dr. Mohammad Aslam 
Parvaiz released books penned down by noted litterateurs Prof. Anisur Rahman, 
Prof. Tapati Mukharjee, Prof. E V Ramakrishnan, and Prof. Nishat M Anjum 
respectively.  
Prof. Anisur Rahman’s book contain special analysis of Faiz Ahmed Faiz’s literary 
life, while Mukherjee’s book entitled ‘Comparative Literature at the Crossroads of 
Culture and Society’ deals with the discipline in addition to a special section related 
Hijra communities.  
Prof. Ramakrishnan’s book ‘Indigenous Imaginaries’ analyzes many Malayalam, 
Hindi, Urdu, and Marathi poetry. Prof. Nishat M Anjum translated Sahitya Akademi 
awarded book "Disorderly Women" as ‘Bikri Bikri Aurthein’.  
The Art Exhibition, organized as part of the Conference, was inaugurated by the 
MANUU VC Dr. Parvaiz. It displayed art works created by Master Penman Ghaffar, 
who trains students in calligraphy at the Center for Urdu Cultural Studies. 
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National Seminar at MANUU on Bahmani’s Contribution 
  
 Hyderabad: 
Haroon Khan Sherwani Centre for Deccan Studies (HKCDS) at Maulana Azad 
National Urdu University (MANUU), is organizing a two day national seminar 
on ”Bahmanis and their Contribution to the Deccani Polity, Society, Economy, 
Culture and Literature” on March 19 & 20. 
 
According to Prof. Mohd. Naseemuddin Farees, Director, HKCDS & Seminar, 
interested participants should submit their abstract on 
emails drnaseemuddin92@gmail.com and naukhezazmi@gmail.com by March 16, 
2019. 
 
Prof. Mohd. Naseemuddin Farees (9490784290) and Prof. Shahid Naukhez Azmi, 
Joint Director, Seminar (9966790046) can be contacted for further details. 
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Exclusion and Discrimination are man 
made concepts & practices. We need to 
provide training to our kids based on 
the teachings of justice, truth and 
equality to help in the creation of an 
Inclusive society. 
 
Dr. Mohammad Aslam Parvaiz, 
Vice-Chancellor, Maulana Azad 
National Urdu University expressed 
these views today wile delivering a 

special lecture “Inclusion and Exclusion as Personality Trait” to mark the launching 
of Hyderabad Dialogue Series. Department of Political Science & Al-Beruni Centre 
for the Study of Social Exclusion & Inclusive Policy (ACSSEIP) have started the 
Dialogue Series in an attempt to discuss burning social issues in an informal 
environment.  
 
While elaborating his point, Dr. Parvaiz asserted that inclusiveness is part of our 
natural character. Quoting extensively from different verses of Holy Quran, he said 
that Inclusion of humanity is the first lesson of the Holy book. The creator has 
described the Quran as a source of guidance for the whole humanity without any 
discrimination. The Holy book also asks it’s followers to respect other religions, 
scriptures and prophets. Quran also speaks about the respect of mankind, he said.  
 
Tracing the genesis of exclusion & discrimination, he said the human character & 
trait starts taking shape right from inside the mother’s womb. Quiet often the 
surroundings make major impact in evolving of a personality and it’s trait.  
 
Earlier, Dr. Afroz Alam, Head, Department of Political Science welcomed the 
gathering & spoke about the importance of the initiative. To change the society, we 
need to understand it first, he remarked. This forum is long awaited and will try to 
provide a platform of free exchange of constructive ideas & thoughts. 
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Hyderabad: The UGC-HRDC of Maulana Azad National Urdu University is 
organizing a week-long workshop on Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) from 
11th to 16th March 2019. The inaugural of the workshop was held on 11th March 
2019. 
Former Vice-Chancellor of JNTU Prof D. N. Reddy, Director, CR Rao, Advanced 
Institutes of Mathematics, Statistics & Computer Science, University of Hyderabad 
was the Chief Guest. 
Prof. Reddy in his inaugural address highlighted the advantages of MOOCs online 
courses. It allows students to free access and unrestricted participation to any course 
of their choice, he said. Moreover, technology, e-learning, e-content & MOOCS 
platform are of additional value and the main thing is teachers’ effectiveness, he 
added. 
Fifty two participants of different disciplines from various Degree 
Colleges/Universities of Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Karnataka, Maharashtra, and 
Gujarat are attending the Workshop on MOOCs. 
Earlier, Dr Tahseen Bilgrami, Deputy Director of UGC-HRDC welcomed the chief 
guest and the gathering. Dr. Ishtiyaq Ahmad, Assistant Director, Centre proposed 
vote of thanks. 
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